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Open loop systems:

measurand operand

A "controller" biosystem (which we design, or which nature has designed/evolved):

A "plant" biosystem (given by biology, possibly unstable, to be regulated/remediated):

input
(disturbance, noise)

output
(response, effect)

Closing the loop with negative feedback:

closed-loop 
transfer function

open-loop

closed-loop

Closed-loop regulated biosystem:

Closed-loop transfer function:

Negative feedback by the controller H(s) regulates the biosystem G(s) by 
moving the locations of its poles, in order to make its (possibly unstable) 
dynamics (more) stable.

Example unstable system (single positive pole p = 2):

Proportional control (constant scalar):

stable for

numerator: zeros

denominator: poles

Large feedback gain K suppresses the response of the regulated biosystem to 
perturbation or noise at the input: y(t) = 0 even when u(t) ≠ 0.

More generally, the stability of the closed-loop response depends on the feedback 
gain, and on the poles and zeros of the biosystem:

Feedback design (proportional control):

as

poles: Negative feedback allows to 
move the poles based on the 
zeros, and proportionally to the 
feedback gain K.
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